Characterization of NCC-RbC-51, an RB cell line isolated from a metastatic site.
Retinoblastoma (RB) is a childhood eye tumor, caused by the RB1 gene mutation. Since RB is a rapidly proliferating tumor, the patient presents with a Group-D/E tumor at the time of diagnosis. Enucleation is preferred in most unilateral cases to prevent metastasis. Various cell lines have been established to study the tumor's growth pattern and target the cancer cells. The commonly used cell lines are WERI-Rb-1 and Y79, both isolated from the primary tumor of RB. Cell lines established from the metastatic site of RB have not been characterized before. In this study, we have characterized NCC-RbC-51, derived from RB tumor to cervical lymph node site and investigated its potential to represent a highly aggressive and metastatic tumor. We compared the proliferative and invasive properties of NCC-RbC-51 with a cell line isolated from the primary site, WERI-Rb-1. NCC-RbC-51 had higher rates of proliferation and apoptosis and had better invasive ability. Copy number variation analysis and the pathways predicted from these show that the pathways altered in NCC-RbC-51 could contribute to its metastatic nature. In all, the results suggest that NCC-RbC-51, a cell line isolated from metastatic site, could be a potential model to study aggressive/invasive RB.